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Fill in the blanks.

1.  If you just wait till I’ve finished this bit of work you will have my u_ _ _ _ _ _ed attention.
2.  The country was faced with the d_ _ _ _ing prospect of overcoming four decades of division.
3.  Additional training is probably the best way to f_ _ _ _ _r your career these days.
4.  He was an inspiring leader who n_ _ _ _ _ed the talents of his colleagues.
5.  She has a good r_ _ _ _ _t with her staff.

2   Using the telephone

  Module 2.1   Preparing to make a telephone call

LEAD-IN   Brainstorm what is required in preparing to make a telephone call.
      
 Listening
 Listen and fill in the blanks.

For most people making business phone calls in a foreign language is a challenge and so it is necessary for you to 
prepare ahead, which will save you time and frustration.
1.  Set ……… a specific time to make your phone calls, especially, checking times when calling different ……  
……...
2.  Have a desk calendar and a pencil and paper at hand, so you can make ………….., take ……….., etc.
3.  Write the number ….. call
4.  Write the full name of the person you ………. to speak to, as well as the department and the company
5.  Have all of your personal info at …………. i.e. - Full name, Address and Phone number and email to reach  
you at.
6.  Write your set of ……… points on paper before the call. Write out the reason you’re calling, your  
………… (or talking points).
7.  Make a ……… of any questions you need to ask.
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              Reading

Read the following sentences and fill in each gap using one of the words or phrases in the box.

atmosphere/ interrupting/ formality/ appropriate/ rephrase/ informal/ overall/ politeness

  Things you must keep in mind when making a business call in English:
1.  It is important to use the right level of ………... If you are too formal, then the person might find it difficult to 
feel comfortable when she/he talks to you. Then again, if you are too ……….., the person could think that you are 
rude.
2.  It is important to show ………….. Always use ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ whenever you ask for, or receive, help or 
information. Use words like would, could, may, etc. to display a professional ……….. It is alright to use more  
informal English, such as ‘okay’, ‘bye’, ‘no problem’, as long as the ………. tone of the conversation is polite.
3.  Listen actively and listen to others without ………….
4.  If you call native speakers in English, you might find it difficult to understand them. The business people tend 
to speak very quickly on the phone so you will probably need to slow them down:
	   Ask the person to speak slowly.
   Do not say you have understood the person if you have not. Ask him/her to repeat until you have  
understood. Also you can ask the speaker to ……….. it or you can simply say: “I am sorry, do you mean….(what 
you have understood)”
5.  Remember that it is not only important what you say, but also how you say it. You must speak in a  
professional and friendly manner and at an ………… pace. 

  Different people have different objectives in a telephone call. What are the objectives of the people in the 
situations below? The first is done for you as an example.
a) You are the Personal Assistant to your boss, John McNab. You have received an email from one of John’s  
subordinates, Pat, but you cannot open the email attachment. It’s the March sales report, which you need to show 
to John urgently.
 ・  to call Pat and tell her that you cannot open the email attachment that she sent her
 ・  to ask her to fax you a copy of the March sales report immediately
 ・  to tell her the fax number
b) You ordered office equipment and stationery supplies but unfortunately you have received an incomplete 
delivery.
c) You are a photocopier operator with a paper jam problem calling a toll-free photocopier helpline
d) You are an accounting assistant who has encountered a problem with payment date. The contract  
specifically states that payment should be made within 90 days. But the invoice he received says payment is due 
Net 30 days after the date of invoice.
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 Module 2.2   Preparing for incoming calls

Reading/ Writing

Read the following and try to complete the gaps.
If you know someone is going to call you, think about what they’ll be talking about and try to an _ _ _ _ _ate what 
they might ask or say. P_ _ _ _ _t what might come up so that you can see if there’s anything in particular you 
need to find out or check before they call – or think about what you need to ask them.
If someone calls you and you are not really r_ _dy to talk to them, offer to call back – and c_ _ _ them when you 
are ready.

Match each definition (A – H) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 8)
    
    DEFINITIONS
A.  a symbol, often a small, black circle, used in text to show separate things
in a list
B.  to meet
C.  a person who has a less important position than you in a company
D.  to expect that something will happen
E.  a statement listing goods or services provided and their prices, used in
business as a record of sale
F.   to say what you think will happen in the future
G.  to say something again in a different and clearer way
H.  something that you plan to do or achieve:

Fill in the blanks.

1.  On their way home they e_ _ _ _ _ _ered a woman selling flowers.
2.  He left the routine checks to one of his s_ _ _ _ _ _nates.
3.  I_ _ _ _ _ _s must be submitted by the 24th of every month.
4.  It’s still not possible to accurately p_ _ _ _ _t the occurrence of earthquakes.
5.  Her prime o_ _ _ _ _ _ve now is simply to stay in power.
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1.   subordinate
2.   invoice
3.   bullet point
4.   encounter (v)
5.   anticipate
6.   objective
7.   rephrase
8.   predict
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Fill in the blanks.

1.  On their way home they e_ _ _ _ _ _ered a woman selling flowers.
2.  He left the routine checks to one of his s_ _ _ _ _ _nates.
3.  I_ _ _ _ _ _s must be submitted by the 24th of every month.
4.  It’s still not possible to accurately p_ _ _ _ _t the occurrence of earthquakes.
5.  Her prime o_ _ _ _ _ _ve now is simply to stay in power.

2   Using the telephone

  Module 2.3   Making and receiving calls

LEAD-IN   Describe the picture in as much detail as you can.
      
 Listening
1.  Listen and fill in the blanks.
Case 1
A: Good morning, ABC Publishing. Jane Smith ……….  　……. may I help you?
B: Good morning. Could I speak …. Mr. Suzuki ….. Customer Services, please? This is Andrew Vickers ……. Temple 
Books.
A: Would you …….. to ……, Mr. Vickers? I’ll put you ……...
Case 2
A: Good morning, Ozaki & Co, Diana Wilson ………. 　 ……… may I help you?
B: Good morning. Could I speak …… Mr. Aitoh …… Sales, please? This is Andrew Vickers …… Temple Books.
A: I’m …….. we don’t have anyone …… that name here.
B: I don’t ……. it. I have here his business card. It’s spelled I-T-O-H, that’s I for ……, T for …….., O for ……., H for 
……...
A: I-T-O-. . .  Oh, I’ve got it now. Yes, we do have ….. Mr. Itoh ….. the Sales Department. Would you ……. to …….., 
Mr. Vickers? I’ll ……… you.
B: Thank you.
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              Reading

Read the following.
When speaking on the telephone, it is sometimes useful to spell out letters using the NATO phonetic alphabet, 
more accurately known as the International Radiotelephony Spelling Alphabet, which is the most widely used 
spelling alphabet. It gives every letter in the English alphabet a code word. The code words are chosen to be a 
word whose opening sound represents the particular letter. To spell out “Phone”, for example, you would say: 
“P for Papa, H for Hotel, O for Oscar, N for November, E for Eco.” You might find it handy if you need to spell out a 
word to someone over a bad telephone connection.
The 26 code words in the NATO phonetic alphabet are assigned to the 26 letters of the English alphabet in  
alphabetical order as follows: Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, 
Mike, November, Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-ray, Yankee, Zulu.
(Partially excerpted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_phonetic_alphabet This page was last modified on 3 January 2016, at 22:54)

 Speaking

Now practice similar conversation to Case 1 with your teacher. Take turns making the call. Use your own name 
(spelling it out with the NATO phonetic alphabet) and the information below.
Teacher: You work at ABC Publishing.
Student: You want to talk to Mr. Johnson in Marketing.

 Listening

2.  Listen and fill in the blanks.
Case 3
Taro Suzuki: Customer Services, Taro Suzuki …………...
Receptionist: Mr. Suzuki, I have a call ….. you ……. Mr. Andrew Vickers …... Temple Books.

Case 4
Receptionist: Would you care to ………? I’ll put you ……….. (pause) Mr. Vickers, I’m afraid he’s ……. from his desk 
right now. Can I ……… a message?
Andrew Vickers: Oh, thanks. Please tell him that Andrew Vickers ……… Temple Books called.

  Please note that we use ‘from’ between our name and the company when we introduce ourselves, but we use 
‘of’ when we leave/ take a message.
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 Module 2.4   Taking and leaving a message/ Asking for repetition

 Listening

Listen to the conversation.

Please note that each time there is a request for repetition, the person asking for the repetition should also 
acknowledge it.
* /si: gəl/
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Receptionist

London Insurance, good morning. How may I help you?

I’m sorry, could you repeat your name, please?

Can you spell that out, please?

I see. I’ve got that now. And who would you like to 

speak to?

I beg your pardon? I didn’t catch that.

Oh, yes. Ms. Johansson in Overseas Marketing. Hold the 

line, please. (pause) I’m sorry but she’s not in her office.

Yes, of course.

Certainly, Mr. Segel. I’ll tell her that you called, and ask 

her to call you back.

You’re welcome. Goodbye.

Caller 

Good morning. This is Jason Segel from Cinema  

International. May I speak to Ms. Johansson, please?

Yes. Segel. Jason Segel*.

It’s Segel. S for Sierra, E for Echo, G for Golf, E for Echo,  

L for Lima.

Ms. Johansson, please.

It’s J for Juliet, O for Oscar, H for Hotel, A for Alpha,

N for November, S for Sierra, S for Sierra, O for Oscar,

and .N for November.

Can I leave a message?

Please tell her that Jason Segel of Cinema International 

called and can you ask her to call me back, please?

Thank you for your help. Goodbye.

y



 Reading

Read the above conversation.

 Speaking

1.  Practice the above conversation with your teacher.
2.  Look back at the conversation. What is the difference between ask and tell?

 Reading

Read the following flow chart for taking / leaving a message and also for asking for repetition.
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Receptionist

Answer the phone.

Ask the caller to repeat their name. 

Ask the caller to spell their name out.

Ask the caller the name of the person they want

Ask for repetition

Ask to wait. Tell the caller the person they want is 

not in the office.

Reply

Write the message down and repeat it. Say you will 

give the message to the person.

End call.

Caller 

Introduce yourself. Ask to speak to the person you want

Repeat the name.

Spell out the name using the NATO phonetic alphabet.

Answer

Spell the name.

Ask to leave a message.

Leave the message

Thank the receptionist. End call.



 PRACTICE

Now practice taking and leaving messages with your teacher. Use the flow chart above as the basis for the  
conversation. Use your own name (spelling it out with the NATO phonetic alphabet) and the information below.

Teacher: You call ABC International in Rome. You work at Temple Books in London. You want to speak to  
Ms. Andreini in the Accounting department. You ask when she will be back. You want to leave a message to say 
that you are coming over from London on Monday next week. You would like to meet for lunch. You want Ms. 
Andreini to call you back.
Student: You work at ABC International as a receptionist. The caller wants to speak to Ms. Andreini, who is out of 
the office ― she will be back at 1:30. Write down the caller’s message on the message pad below.
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Telephone Message
TO  ___________________________________

Caller Information

Mr.   □	Ms.  □	 __________________________________________
Company    ________________________________
Phone       ________________________________  
Message   

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
______ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
______

Date   ____________________   Time  ______________________
Signed   _______________________________________________



Match each definition (A – E) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 5)
    
    DEFINITIONS
A.  A ballroom dance having an uneven rhythm with alternation of slow and
 quick steps; a code word representing the letter F
B.  The capital of Peru; a code word representing the letter L
C.  to want
D.  The fourth letter of the Greek alphabet; a code word representing the 
letter D
E.  The transmission of sound (in both directions) using modulated radio 
waves rather than wires.

Fill in the blanks.

1.  Would you c_ _ _ to join us for dinner?
2.  During the Twenties many bands played the f_ _ _ _ _t too fast and some couples couldn’t keep up.
3.  Pilot: Tower, this is Cessna foxtrot bravo charlie d_ _ _a. Over.
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Fill in the blanks.

1.  Would you c_ _ _ to join us for dinner?
2.  During the Twenties many bands played the f_ _ _ _ _t too fast and some couples couldn’t keep up.
3.  Pilot: Tower, this is Cessna foxtrot bravo charlie d_ _ _a. Over.

2   Using the telephone

  Module 2.5   Business telephone etiquette

LEAD-IN   
What kinds of things annoy you when you try to phone a company? 
Match the kinds of annoying things on the left with the proper business telephone etiquette on the right.
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1.  People who sound bored and annoyed 

2.  Calls that aren’t answered quickly (i.e. longer      

than four rings)

3.  People who speak on the phone with something    

in their mouth

4.  People who answer the phone without             

identifying themselves                                                               

                                   

A. Try to answer the phone within three rings.

B. It is important to smile when you answer the 

telephone. A voice with a smile in it sounds  

enthusiastic and friendly to callers.

C. Identify your department and then identify 

yourself: e.g. “Overseas Marketing, Yoshio Ohno 

speaking.”                        

D. Don’t answer the phone when eating, chewing, 

or drinking. If you have anything in your mouth, it 

should be swallowed or removed before picking up 

the phone to either answer it or place a call. Aside 

from producing annoying chewing sounds, it will 

be hard for the other party to understand what you 

are saying.



       Business telephone etiquette

Reading/ Writing

Read the following and fill in the blanks.
Proper telephone etiquette is very important in that you are representing your company.
  Telephone Do’s
Do keep note-t_ _ing materials near the telephone. Callers like to hear their own name being used because it 
demonstrates that you are paying attention and care about them. If you quickly jot down their name at the  
beginning of the conversation you can refer to it as needed. 
Do remember that, for clarity, the telephone should be held a distance of two f_ _ _ _ _s from the mouth.
Do make business calls d_ _ing office hours, which is usually 9am to 5pm.
Do consider different time z_ _ _s if you are calling another country or state.
Do ask if you are calling at a co_ _ _ _ _ent time.
Do remember to ask your caller “Do you mind h_ _ _ _ _g?” or “May I put you on hold?” before placing a caller on 
hold..
Do check back periodically (between 30-45 seconds). Do give them the op_ _ _n to continue to hold if it will take 
longer to find information OR do offer to call them back.
Do remember to thank them for waiting when returning to your caller.
  Telephone Don’ts
Don’t make phone calls before 7am and after 9pm in general.
Don’t i_ _ _ _ _ _pt a caller while he/she is talking to you.
Don’t l_ _ the receiver on the desk, without placing the caller on hold (the caller will hear everything being  
discussed in your office).
Don’t ar_ _e with a caller.

  ANSWERING DEVICES

 Listening

1.  Listen and fill in the blanks.
Andrew Vickers: May I speak to Mr. Suzuki at (US)/ on (UK) extension* 2431, please?
Operator: Please hold the ……..  I’ll put you ………….
Suzuki’s Voicemail: You have …………. the voicemail service …… Taro Suzuki. Today is Monday, July 3. I’m in the 
office today, but I’m ………. away from my desk. Please leave a message after the ……. (or …….) and I’ll get back 
to you. If you need ……….. assistance, please call my secretary, Kazuko Miwa, at extension 5386. To listen to this 
message again, press “……..”. Thank you for calling. 
AV: This is Andrew Vickers …….. Temple Books, ……….. your call. Sorry I didn’t call you sooner. I’ll be in the office 
until 8 p.m. your time. Talk to you later. Goodbye for now.
(*extension is an internal number at the company)

  Leaving voicemail messages

  Always identify yourself and the organization you represent.
  Speak slowly and clearly when giving phone numbers or other facts the recipient may need  
 to write down.
  Make your message quick and straightforward.
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Some more telephone etiquette

Match the ‘Don’t say’ phrases (1- 7) with the ‘Do say’ phrases (A- G).
  Don’t say:
1.  Who’s calling.
2.  Your problem/ your complaint
3.  You have to . . . / You need to . . .
4.  I don’t know
5.  Hang on. / Hold on.
6.  I can’t help you. You’ll have to speak to someone else.
7.  I can’t hear you. Speak up!  

  Do say
A.  Would you care to hold? / May I put you on hold? / Would you mind holding?
B.  Would you please . . .?
C.  May I ask who’s calling, please?
D.  I am having a little difficulty hearing you. Could you please speak up?
E.  I need to transfer your call to (dept.) so that they can answer your question. May I do so?
F.   your question/ your concern/ this situation
G.  I’ll check on that for you

  Useful phrases and vocabulary

  I am calling on behalf of Mr /Ms (name)
  May I speak to someone who deals with overseas sales? / Can you put me through to the department that  
handles overseas sales?
  Could you speak up a little?   Sorry, I’m calling from a cellular and reception is poor. Can I call you back on a 
land line?
  I’m afraid he’s not available at the moment. I’m afraid (he’s away from his desk/ he’s on another line/ he’s left 
for the day/ he’s away on a business trip/ he’s off sick today/ he’s no longer with this company).
  After dialing a wrong number, say “I’m sorry, I must have dialed the wrong number. Please excuse the  
interruption.”
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Match each definition (A – G) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 7)

    DEFINITIONS
A.  to show or make something clear
B.  to stop a person from speaking for a short period by something you say
C.  making you feel angry
D.  to speak angrily to someone, telling that person that you disagree with
them
E.  showing enthusiasm
F.  a person who receives something
G.  easy to understand; clear

Fill in the blanks.

1.  These figures clearly d_ _ _ _ _ _rate the size of the economic problem facing the country.
2.  She tried to explain what had happened but he kept i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ting her.
3.  It’s really a_ _ _ _ing when a train is late and there’s no explanation.
4.  They were a_ _ _ing over which film to go and see.
5.  You don’t seem very e_ _ _ _ _ _ _stic about the party – don’t you want to go tonight?
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Fill in the blanks.

1.  These figures clearly d_ _ _ _ _ _rate the size of the economic problem facing the country.
2.  She tried to explain what had happened but he kept i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ting her.
3.  It’s really a_ _ _ _ing when a train is late and there’s no explanation.
4.  They were a_ _ _ing over which film to go and see.
5.  You don’t seem very e_ _ _ _ _ _ _stic about the party – don’t you want to go tonight?

2   Using the telephone

  Module 2.6   Business telephone etiquette

LEAD-IN   Today is Wednesday, October 7. Write the appropriate dates for the following meetings.

1.  The budget meeting is scheduled for the day after tomorrow.
2.  The next sales meeting is scheduled for next Monday.
3.  The board meeting is scheduled for a week from next Thursday.
4.  The annual meeting is scheduled for two weeks from Tuesday.

 Listening

Listen and fill in the blanks.

Receptionist: Good morning, Temple Books, ……… can I help you?
Yasu Itoh: Good morning. This is Yasu Itoh ……… Ozaki & Co. ........ Tokyo. I wrote ….. Mr. Vickers last week and he sent me an 
email suggesting I ……… to make an appointment …….. me to see him in London. We need to discuss the shipping …… 
books from Tokyo to London.
R: Oh yes, I’ll put you through …… Mr. Vickers’ secretary. Please …… the ……..
Secretary: Hello, Mr. Itoh. Thank you …… calling. Now, when would be a good time for you to come to our office?
YI: How about next week?
S: I’m sorry, next week’s not possible － Mr. Vickers is ……. next week.
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YI: Well, could we …….. it earlier then? I mean this week? How about the day after tomorrow?
S: ……… me have a look at his schedule. He’s making a presentation …… the board ….. nine, then he’s meeting 
someone …….. the printers at eleven. 
YI: How about lunchtime?
S: Sorry, he’s having a ……… lunch at twelve, but he’s free …….. 2 o’clock. 
YI: Good. Could we …….. three o’clock? Would that be okay?
S: Yes, that’s a good time for Mr. Vickers.  ….. the way, Mr. Vickers would like to invite you …… dinner …… that 
evening.
YI: That would be nice.
S: We look forward to ……… you in London on Friday, October 9. 
YI: Great. Thanks very much ……. your help. See you then.

 Module 2.7   Changing appointments

Structure

We follow the four part structure of a conversation about changing appointments:
(a) Refer to the original appointment
“We’re supposed to meet today at one o’clock.”
“I have an appointment at one o’clock with . . .”
(b) Explain the situation. Give a reason for changing the appointment.
“I’m sorry, I really can’t make it. Something’s happened and I’ve got to go home early.”
(c) Suggest a new day and time.
“Can we meet some other time?
(d) Confirm.
“Can I confirm that? The date is …”

 Writing

Fill in the blanks.
Today is Wednesday, October 7. You have an appointment to see Mr. Johnson in Edinburgh, Scotland, at 1:30 
today. But early this morning you learn that you have to go to Italy on urgent business to discuss a legal problem. 
So, unfortunately you must change your appointment with Mr. Johnson. Telephone the Personal Assistant ……. 
Mr. Johnson, Ms. Holmes. Try to fix an appointment …….. the following week starting on Monday, October 12. 
You’ll be back from Italy on Wednesday, October 14. You’ll be busy all day on Thursday and you’ll have to attend 
an important meeting ……… Friday afternoon.
You:         Hello, Ms. Holmes. This is (your name). I have an …………. at 1:30 …….. Mr. Johnson today. But I’m sorry, 
I really can’t …….. it. I need to go to Italy this morning on urgent b_ _ _ _ _ _s to discuss a legal problem. 
Ms. Holmes:  I u_ _ _ _ _ _ _nd. 
You:         I wonder if it is possible to r_ _ _ _ _ _ _le the meeting.
Ms. Holmes:  Certainly. When would be g_ _ _ for you?
You:         Well, I’ll be b_ _ _ from Italy on Wednesday, October 14, but I’ll be busy all day on Thursday and I have an 
important meeting on Friday afternoon. So how about Friday morning?
Ms. Holmes:  Er . . . l_ _ me see . . . Could we say ten o’clock?
You:         Oh, that’s great! See you ….. 10 …… Friday, October 16, then. Thanks …… your help.
Ms. Holmes:  You’re ………….
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 Module 2.8   Ending a call

Many times people find it difficult to end a telephone conversation. There are some specific things that you can 
say to close you conversation professionally:

 Writing

Fill in the blanks.
Is there anything else I can help you w_ _ _?  Is there anything else you n_ _ _?
If you need any further a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _e, please do call back.
Talk in the past tense and use “closing” phrases like “I’m really glad you c_ _ _ _ _.”
I don’t want to t_ _ _ up too much of your time.
Thank the caller for his time, or for calling: Thank you for your t_ _ _ (in case you initiated the call) or Thank you 
for c_ _ _ _ _ (in case you received the call), and end calls with a pleasant “Goodbye” not “Bye-bye,” “Okie-dokie,” 
“Alrighty,” or any other slang phrase

  Who should hang up first? 

Match each definition (A – E) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 5)
   
    DEFINITIONS
A.  needing immediate attention
B.  to arrange something for a different time
C.  to make something begin
D.  help or support
E.  connected with the law

Fill in the blanks.

1.  The plumbing in this building is in u_ _ _ _t need of repair.
2.  I r_ _ _ _ _ _ _led my doctor’s appointment for later in the week.
3.  The government has i_ _ _ _ _ _ed a program of economic reform.
4.  Despite his cries, no one came to his a_ _ _ _ _ _nce.
5.  They are currently facing a long l_ _ _l battle in the US courts.
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1.   initiate
2.   legal
3.   urgent
4.   reschedule
5.   assistance
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